
Team Orange Parents Committee Meeting 
 
21 February 2023, 2pm The Studio, Hayfield Cross School 
 
Attendees 
BL, CH, AK, DT, CD,   
 
Apologies  
LI, EP, GP,  
 
Committee/ Trustees Update 
BL gave her thanks to CH, for all she has done in the role as Treasurer. Unfortunately due to a 
conflict of interest with her employer, CH has had to step down as Treasurer. As per the online vote, 
it was agreed the Kelly Vine would take over the position.  
 
Trustees details to be updated online. Teachers removed and informed. BL and AK added, KV to 
follow.  
 
Mothers Day Event  
All gifts have been purchased, going on the figures for last year, a return is expected.  
Purchased at a rate of 1.5 per child. Following a count of forms, this can be reevaluated is needed.  
The school have advised of available times and dates for space in the school for sessions (locations 
tbc)  
Volunteers confirmed as 
Mon: BL, LI, CD, EP. Tues: BL, CD, DT CH. Thurs: BL, CD, LI. Friday BL, CD, EP 
 
Cupboard 
EP to liaise with school and clear unusable items from the cupboard. All uniform to be bagged and 
given to AK to sort for end of term. 
 
Uniform 
It was agreed all uniform to be sorted and displayed outside of school at them end of term for 
giveaway/donations. Rails with a donation box to be considered, and coincide with an Easter 
tea/coffee Easter treat/cake sale. 
 
Year Six Leavers Contribution 
One party both classes has been arranged at the Rugby club by parents (inc Big Bopper and Pizza) It 
was agreed by the last committee that £100 would be donated each year. BL and AK to confirm to 
DT  if the contribution is per class, or for the year. Mr C had advised that a donation from TOPs 
towards leavers gifts would be very welcome.  
 
Next Meeting 
18 April, 2pm The Studio  
 
 
 
 
 


